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Chapter 1 
 

All About It 
Hi, I’m leader of the Foresteeks, You see, a very, very 
long time ago, I found a rock under a red velvet tree. 
When I first touched the rock, I became a Foresteek, I 
was the first one to find it, that’s how I became the 
leader. Years later, more Foresteeks came to the earth, 
and started a town, not that far away from the humans. 
You see, I can’t drop the rock, because I found it 
UNDER the tree, so, that’s why I can’t drop it. We had a 
storm 5 years ago, but something was wrong about it, I 
wasn’t a Foresteek leader, so I can’t remember. Leaders 
NEVER forget anything, and all the Foresteeks don’t 
have names, that’s why we're 
not humans, if you read this 
story more, you’ll learn more 
about Foresteeks and why 
they're not humans.  We also 
have an entrance to the 
Foresteeks, it a house made 
of sticks, but not one human 
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has gone into the entrance, but, we all know what they 
look like. We also have these kinds of food, there called 
mushrooms, there really healthy for Foresteeks. The 
mushroom looks like a pinecone, and the mushroom 
tree looks like a pine tree, that the humans have.  
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Chapter 2 
 

Moss 
One good morning I woke up, checked on my rock in the 
leaves to see if it was okay. 
“Good as new.” I said. 
And It haven’t dropped since I got 
it.  
Then I got up a tree, and checked 
the weather. 
“I hope It’s gonna be a good day.” 
I said to myself. 
Then I saw moss on the tree. 
“No! No! It can’t be!” I said. 
You see, When there’s moss, that means a storm is 
coming, which is REALLY bad 
because Foresteeks don’t have 
homes, and LIVE outside, and wear 
clothes made out of leaves. The 
moss looked bad, and big. 
“But this means, I have to call all of 
the Foresteeks with the stick bell,” I 
said.  
It’s a little stick. 
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“Now, where did I put it?” I said. 
“Oh! There it is.” I said. 
It was under a little tree, on a light green patch. 
I picked it up, dusted it off, and walked slowly to the old 
bell that I didn’t know about, or even what it sounded 
like. 
“The storm call is 5 dings.” I thought. 
I closed my eyes, and hold my breath, rang it one time. 
BANG! 
Another time. 
BANG! 
Another time, 
BANG! 
Again, 
BANG! 
And the last time. 
BANG! 
The last time sounded longer and louder. 
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Chapter 3 
 

The Mansion 
After I rang it, a whole crowd of Foresteeks came to me 
looking sad. 
“Storm? Were?” One of the Foresteek asked me. 
“It’s coming our way,” I said. 
“I know that because moss is growing all over each tree 
in Foresteeks.” I said pointing my stick to the moss. 
“Where are we gonna hide?” One of the Foreststeek 
asked me. 
I stepped to the left. 
“We all know this is my place to keep my rock, but, if you 
go further in, there’s a mansion, where's there’s NO 
anything that happens, but were still outside.” I said. 
“I will go in first.” I added. 
“But what if you don’t 
come back?” Two of the 
Foresteeks said. 
“I promise I’ll come 
back.” I said 
Then I entered the 
leaves. 
“WOW!” I said. 
“It it so beautiful here!” 
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“Lot’s of mushroom trees, check, but, there’s no 
mushrooms on the tree.” I said. 
“Strange” I thought. 
I came out of the leaves and told them what happened. 
“Okay, I have good news, and bad news.” I said. 
“What’s the good news?” One of the Foresteek asked 
me. 
“The good news is that the mansion is safe, but the bad 
news is that there are no mushrooms, but I think the 
storm won’t be that long, so we can survive without 
food.” I said. 
There was a big wind. 
“Hurry! Get in! I shouted over the big wind. 
“Get in the mansion!” I shouted again. 
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Chapter 4  
 

After 
After 2 hours, I took a peek through the leaves. 
“The storm was over!” I thought. 
“All Foresteeks! I have great news! The storm is over! 
And now we can go back!” I said over the Foresteeks. 
“YAY! !!” A whole crowd shouted. 
We went back through the leaves. 
“Now, we Foresteeks don’t really do breakfast together, 
but we might as well since we're all together.” I said. 
“I’ll go get the mushrooms and gooseberries.” I said. 
I walked over to the mushroom tree. 
“The mushrooms and gooseberries, are, GONE!” I said. 
Then I thought a little. 
“Oh, I know why, the storm was SO big that it blew away 
all the food.” I said. 
“But then……” A Foresteek said. 
“What?” I asked her. 
“But then it blew your rock down.” She said. 
“Oh, no! It’s a good thing it’s strong and doesn’t blow 
away.” I said. 
I looked through the leaves, and it was on the ground. 
“No! No! But this means all the trees are gonna turn 
red!” I said. 
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“How do you know?” One of the Foresteeks asked me. 
“Well, I found it under a red velvet tree, and I can’t drop 
it because if I do, all the trees in the WORLD will turn 
into red velvet trees.” I said. 
“We won’t have any food, and worse, even the humans 
trees are gonna turn into red velvet trees.” I also said. 
“How do we fix it?” One of the Foresteeks asked me. 
“The only way to fix it is go to the human's house, find 
the special water that humans drink, pour it on all the 
trees and then pour it on our feet.” I said. 
I had NO idea how I knew this, probably because Above 
taught me. 
Above is the one above, get it? 
“I want all of the Foresteeks to do nothing but hide, the 
human’s might come and look for bugs and things that 
are harming the trees, please hide.” I said. 
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Chapter 5 
 

The Plan  
“Now, I want you to do what I told you, now scatter off!” I 
said. 
“What can I do to get that water?” I thought. 
I twirled my stick around by my feet, then I hit them. 
“Ow!” I said. 
“Wait! That’s it!” I shouted with excitement. 
“I can dress like a human! And then get the water!” 
Then I thought for a minute. 
“But how? How will I get some 
clothes? They're gonna think I’m from 
the cave men!” I said laughing. 
“Wait! That gives me an idea! I think I 
have some human shoes here, I think 
there called flip-flops.” 
“Now, how do you put these on?” I whispered to myself. 
“Oh! Now I got it!” 
I put the flip-flops. 
“I have another idea! Since I have these clothes on, I 
can put on a towel, sneak into the house, I think that is 
was it’s called, and get to one of those rooms and put on 
clothes!” I said. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Sneaking In 
I wrapped the towel around my neck, like I just took a 
shower. And walked over to the entrance of the 
Foresteeks. 
I walk out of the entrance. 
“I can’t believe I’m actually 
here!” I shouted.  
“It looked so different.” I 
thought. 
I opened the door, walked in, 
tiptoed up the stairs, and 
went into a little girl's room. 
“Phew! It’s a good thing I didn’t get caught!” I said as I 
was closing the door. 
I opened one drawer, and found nothing but dirty 
clothes, I didn’t want that. 
Then, I opened the drawer above that one, and I found a 
beautiful dress! 

I put it on. 
Even I looked like human! 
Then, I walked down stairs, 
and someone asked me 
something. 
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“Would you like some bacon for breakfast?” She asked 
me. 
“Um…. does it taste good?” I asked. 
I had no idea what that was, but it looked like it was an 
inside of a squirrel. Also I knew that some kids don’t like 
some food, so, it was necessary. 
“Of course it tastes good! It’s healthy for you!” She 
yelled to me. 
“O-Okay, but just a little bite.” I said. 
I can’t believe WHAT I just said! 
I took a nibble, then a bite. 
“Um, kinda good.” I said. 
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Chapter 7 
 

Back In Foresteeks 
After the bacon, I was a little off with humans. 
“Okay, gotta run bye!” I said in a really fast voice. 
After I came out of the house, I ran back to the entrance 
of Foresteeks. 
“I glad I got away with that!” I thought. 
I ran through the entrance and went back to my home. 
The Foresteeks were still there.  
“What are you wearing?” One Foresteek asked me. 
“It’s called a dress, I found it in the human’s room.” I 
said. 
“Wait here for a second.” I said. 
I went through the leaves 
and saw the red velvet tree. 
“What have you done?” I 
asked it. 
That’s when I went back 
through the leaves. 
“Where is the water?” 
Another Foresteek asked me. 
“I-I don’t have it, I’m gonna go again and try to find it. 
“I gotta go! I’ll come back with the water this time, I 
promise.” 
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Chapter 8 
 

Back 
After, I ran back to the entrance, went in it, and came to 
the house again. 
“I forgot how to open the door!” I yelled. 
So, I knocked, I knew this was a very selfish thing to do 
for Foresteeks, but no Foresteek was there, so. 
I holded my breath while knocking on the door. 
The same girl that gave me the bacon opened the door 
to me. 
“I-I’m really busy, bye!” I said. 
The place was pretty big, so I had to look on each floor. 
Suddenly, I got the feeling that I wasn’t gonna get the 
water, and it’s was all my fault. That’s when I started 
tearing up. 
A few minutes later, I wiped away my tears, and started 
looking around.  
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Chapter 9 
 

Looking  
You do not, know, how, much I looked! 
I dug through toy boxes, looked under pillows, and took 
out drawers, and more. 
“Okay, that’s it, I do not know what I've done!” I said. 
 the same girl walked up to me, You know, the one that 
gave me bacon. 
“What happened? was a bird in here?” She asked. 
“No, I was just looking for something.” I said. 
“I want you to clean this place up right now!” She said. 
He sounded mean she sounded both she sounded far 
meaner when she gave me the bacon. 
I was tearing up. 
“What have I done!” I thought. 
When she walked away I was still, really still but when 
she went outside I kept digging in the drawers.  
“I'm not giving up, if I told her she would understand and 
she would make this house as messy as a pig farm I am 
not listening to her” I said. 
I kept looking and looking looking for that one bottle,  but 
then I said to myself, 
“Think like a human, If I were human I would get water 
ummmmm…. 
Oh I don't know where!  We foresteeks get water at a 
lake, Humans get theirs, at a tap!” I said. 
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Chapter 10 
 

Found It! 
I raced to the tap, and found 

two water 
bottles, filled 
them up with 
human 
water.That’s 
when the girl 
came back 

in. 
“Where do you think you’re going with my house looking 
like this?” She asked. 
“And why do you have my water bottles?” She added. 
“I-I’ll clean the place up, and please let me have the 
water bottles, I’ll promise I’ll give them back.” I said. 
“Fine, but clean this place first.” 
I kneeled to the ground, and started cleaning up toys. 
I was like her personal servant, at least I think that’s 
what it was called. 
After I cleaned up, I raced outside. 
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Chapter 11 
 

Pouring in on 
I raced through the entrance again, and went back to the 
Foresteeks. 
“What took you so long?” One of the Foresteeks asked 
me. 
“Don’t ask.” I said back. 
“By the way, I got the water.” I added. 
“Great! Because this tree is turning red.” She said to me 
again. 
Everybody lined in a big line, I poured it on each of the 
Foresteeks feet. 
“Now, I’m gonna take the flying green patch. 
I stepped on the green patch. 
“I hope no human see’s me.” I thought. 
“Fly!” I said to the green patch. 
It flew me over human world. 
I spilled the water all over Foresteeks world and human 
world.  
I came back smiling. 
“My work here is done! But I still have to go to human 
world to return these bottles.” I said. 
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Chapter 12 
 

Returning It 
I raced to the house again and returned the water 
bottles were I found them, but this time, there was a sun 
beam of where I was gonna put it. 
“What?” I thought. 
I placed the two empty water bottles in the sun beam. 
Then it had a shadow of my hand, the exact size! I put it 
in the shadow, then it 
glowed.  
Then the shadow turned 
into something, I didn’t 
know what it was at the 
first point, but, then it 
turned into WORDS. 
It said: 
Foresteek leader, it is me, above, good job of saving the 

trees in the world. But, now, your rock is fading away. 

“How awful! I need a new rock!” I thought. 
But don’t worry, I’ve found you a new one, it’s in this 

house, just follow this shadow, and you’ll find it. 

That’s when the words faded away.   
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Chapter 13 
 

The New Rock 
I followed the shadow into the little girls room when I 
found the clothes. 
“Why did you bring me here?” I asked Above. 
“Your new rock is in here leader of foresteeks.” Above 
said. 
I'll give you a hint it's over there. Above added. 
Above showed me to a table with a book a card and 
some funny pictures, also a sand dollar. 
“I-Is this my new rock?” I 
asked. 
“Yes.” 

“A sand dollar?”  

“But, is my rock already faded 
away?” 
“Yes” He answered. 
“You mean this is my new rock?” 
“Yes, now no more questions, I 

want you to show all the Foresteeks 

that that is the new rock!” 

“Okay” I said. 
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I ran outside the house, and RAN out to the entrance of 
Foresteeks. 
 All the Foresteeks has gone home. 
“Now I have to ring the stick bell 4 times, for them to 
come back.” I thought. 
I took the stick and again ran to the bell. 
I rang it one time. 
BANG! 
Another time. 
BANG! 
Second last time. 
BANG! 
Last time. 
BANG! 
All the Foresteeks came back!  
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Chapter 14 
 

Believe 
All Foresteeks, I know I’ve saved the land of the 
Foresteeks, but my rock has faded away.” I said to all 
Foresteeks. 
“What’s gonna be our new rock then?” One Foresteek 
asked me. 
“This!” I said. 
I said this while holding the sand dollar in the air. 
Everyone of course did not believe me. 
“That’s gonna be our new rock! No!” One Foresteek 
shouted. 
“Well, yes What other rock would fit? Besides, Above 
told me for this to be my rock.” 
Everyone apologized. 
“It’s okay.” I said back to them.  
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Chapter 15 
 

Human’s 
Everyone believed me and thanked above for it. 
Then Above talked to me. 
“Now, I appreciate what you’ve done, but you can’t keep 
living like this, so, I’m gonna send you to human world.” 
Above said. 
“What? But, but, but…..” Above interrupted me. 
“There gonna bring you here, and you’ll bring them 
here.” Above said. 
I sighed. 
“Fine.”  
So I brought EVERY Foresteek to human world, also, I 
kinda let them see what was in Foresteeks. 
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Chapter 16 
 

The End 
 So,was basically it! That was me and my fellow 
Foresteeks, coming to human world. Human’s taught us 
to do lots of things like paint paintings, play things called 
Sports and much more. 
and better yet I got to go to school! 
Also me and my Foresteeks Show them around our 
Foresteeks world. 
They loved it too! 
 Now me and the other Foresteeks, were not Foresteeks 
anymore, we became humans! 
I named every Foresteek, or should I say human. 
“Since I am now a human,  I declare that my name is 
Julia!” I said. 
I love the name Julia it was pretty fancy and really my 
style. 
Also I named every Foresteek that began their life in 
human world. 
“Now I will need you all of you to stand still while I pick 
your name.” I said. 
After I picked everyone's name, there were all happy, 
and we made lot’s of new friends.  

THE END 
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